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In the context of any armed conflict, the topic of war crimes inevitably arises, especially in reports of civilian and military casualties and the admission of prisoners of war. The idea of war crime seems rather redundant: Most of us are familiar with the phrase Everything is honest in love and war, and in an armed conflict in
which killing enemy soldiers is considered an acceptable means to a certain purpose, it may seem that the concept of crime is out of place. But there are countless treaties declaring the contrary, signed by almost every nation in the world. The Hague Laws and the Geneva Conventions are some of the most widely
applied of these international agreements. These treaties address, among other issues, the participants in the war, the victims of war, the occupation by hostile forces and the status of cultural property. In Iraq in 2003, Iraqi troops waved a white flag and then opened fire on American soldiers who came close to accepting
their surrender; this act is prohibited under Hague law. During World War II, the Nazis in Germany carried out medical experiments on civilians; this act is prohibited in all Geneva Conventions. In this article you will learn about the basic rules of war and specific actions that are defined as war crimes by the Hague and
Geneva Conventions. Star Wars Logo | Lucasfilm Star Wars fandom is almost inevitable. You can find references to Star Wars in dozens of TV shows because the love of the saga is practically universal. Everyone understands what you mean when you compare someone to Obi-Wan Kenobi or Darth Vader. Even if you
refer to the ambiguity of the Star Wars character, many people will still take it because the franchise is so well known. So what are some of the best recommendations made for the iconic franchise on TV? Not only do many TV shows regularly include references to the series throughout its season, some shows have even
devoted entire episodes to the Star Wars theme. Sometimes this has led to some of our favorite TV characters dressing up as Han or Leia. Other times, the shows have shown fictional characters crafting their problems by placing them in the Star Wars universe. So, what references would any fan of space opera love?
Here are 11 of the best TV shows mentioned for Star Wars. 11. The Venture Brothers. Adventures | Source: Love Swamp , Baron Ndebeit returns to avenge Dr. Venture. He caught Dean, who is funny dressed as Princess Leia, trying to marry him. The rest of the group also dresses up as iconic characters - Brock is
Chewbacca, and Doctor Venture is Obi-Wan Kenobi - and they go to save Dean from the villain. 10. Glee | Source: Ryan Murphy Productions The Music Show is that pays hooves of musical legends, but it deviated from the also nods to the movie franchise. In Extraordinary Merry Christmas, the actors are plums on Star
Wars Day and Judy Garland Christmas. Why are you so weird? Artie is a fan of the film series, so he insisted on including it. In the black-and-white episode, we get Puck as Han Solo and Finn as Luke alongside other famous characters from the franchise. 9. Chicken Chicken Chicken Robot | Source: Adult Swim Adult
Swimming Show is no stranger to making Star Wars references - it's even a sketch of a phone call where Darth Vader tells the emperor that the Death Star is blown up. But the best is in Robot Chicken: Star Wars, where there is a Yo momma fight between the emperor and Luke. Talk of garbage has priceless references
to the series, and Darth Vader is Luke's team for the battle. 8. Exfoliation exfoliations | Source: ABC Studios J.D. tends to have dreams, so it was only a matter of time before there was one involving Star Wars. In the episode, My Two Fathers, Dr. Kelso and Dr. Cox fight for J.D.'s trust. When J.D. watches them spin, he
imagines Dr. Cox as Obi-Wan Kenobi and Dr. Kelso as Darth Vader, who fights messenshabi. Then we see the rest of the group as different characters from the film. 7. Arrested Development For tedions | Source: 20th Century Fox Tv How does Buster and George Michael spend their free time? We got the answer in an
episode where the family watches a home video. He is interrupted by the footage of George Michael rearranging the Battle of Star Wars alone in his garage. This is not only a reference to a movie, but also a viral video of a child doing exactly the same thing. We see buster made his own reenacted from the film, along
with an ode to Chicago. 6. How I Met Your Mother How I Met Your Mother | Source: 20th Century Fox TELEVISION Ted, Marshall and Barney are many fans of the films. So it makes sense that they will make a tradition surrounding it. In the episode Trilogies time, they gather to watch the trilogy they make every three
years. They're trying to predict what their lives will be like in another three years. Even though we have deep reflections on Ted, we get funny things like seeing Barney hook up with a girl in a Storm costume. 5. Friends Friends | Source: Warner Bros. TV In the episode aptly named The One with the Princess Leia
Fantasy, Rachel discovers that Ross's fantasy is one that many Star Wars fans have had: for his girlfriend to dress up in Princess Leia's slave costume. Rachel was a little scared at first, but she did. She messed with the hairstyle, but neither Ross nor Jennifer Aniston fans can complain. 4. Family Guy | Source: 20th
Century Fox The cartoon poured in, recreating the films with three episodes Blue Harvest, Something, Something, Something Dark Side and It's a Trap! Every time the family has a power outage and they start telling each other stories. The best is the first in which the family takes on A New Hope. There are not only a
bunch of references from the franchise, but mash it up with references to other movies and TV shows as well. 3. That '70s show that '70s show | Source: 20th Century Fox TELEVISION There are many references throughout the series, but in the Episode New Hope, it is relentless. It starts with a similar scrolling font and
fades in some scenes like the movie. Eric, Hyde, Fez and Kelso are watching the movie in the theater. This leads to Eric having a dream for him and anyone who knows he's in the Star Wars universe. Jackie and Fez turned out to be stormtroopers trying to get everyone else to join the dark side. 2. South Park South Park
| Source: Comedy Central In the episode Obama won! the president is re-elected with the help of Cartman, who has stolen ballots for voters for the Chinese government. What do they want in return? Star Wars rights, but they don't allow Cartman to play Luke Skywalker to find another ally. Mickey Mouse got into the mix
and agreed to Cartman's demands if he helped Mitt Romney stay in office. We see that Disney is full of stormtroopers, franchise vehicles and more references. 1. 30 Rock 30 Rock | Source: NBC's Liz Lemon Tina Fey is the best Star Wars fan, so there are a number of references throughout the show. He even broke his
own universe, with Carrie Fisher playing someone else, but delivering the line: Help me, Liz Lemon; You're my only hope! What was it that was able to cope with this? When the nerd dressed like Princess Leia on the wedding day, because it was the only white dress she owned, and she wanted to be a princess. Check
out the entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook!    What a wild fibrous train that was for Star Wars fans. In record time, fans have gone from joy to returning the saga constantly to each other's throats. Now, without being possible, the feeling is that the tide is spinning again. Let's discuss why Star Wars might come back
in a very big way. Jon Favreau, Dave Filloni and the Actors of The Mandalorian of Star Wars | Daniel Boczarski/WireImage for Disney Presents Mandalorian The biggest change the saga has made recently is its incursion into live television. Animated shows like Star Wars: The Clone Wars and Star Wars: The Rebels
have been around for years. But the new Disney+ Mandalay series is breaking new ground for the franchise. With that of the function of things, Mandalyrian takes Star Wars in a new direction without being burdened by the larger universe. As such, is able to play in the sandbox created by George Lucas decades ago
without having to tie everything back to Skywalker. Fans have so far been fond of the series, especially a certain new character. The Mandalas are just the beginning. Disney+ will be a preferred destination for Star Wars fans over the next few years, with a few more shows in the works. After all, which self-respecting fan
will miss the chance to see Ewan McGregor finally return as Obi-Wan Kenobi? Fans are loving Jedi: fallen order On the side of the video game of things, Star Wars fans are currently absorbed into the Jedi: fallen order. The game - available on Windows, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One - follows a new character called Cal
Kestis (Cameron Monaghan). Padawan during the preparatory trilogue, Cal managed to survive in the cleansing of revenge of the syta. In this action-adventure game, players help the young Jedi avoid the grip of the empire and look for allies. Much to critics' delight, the gameplay does not focus on stealth tactics, but on
using force to fight your way through history. The plot also largely illuminates the Star Wars elements not yet covered. While several familiar characters, such as Moog Guerra, have appeared, Jedi: The Fallen Order shares a similar approach to the Star Wars universe as Mandalyorian. Both projects exist almost entirely
detached from the main focus of the films. With new characters and new worlds, they are determined to fill in the gaps between the main episodes of the saga. For now, that looks exactly what the fans want. Can Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker maintain momentum? Then, of course, a small Star Wars project called
The Rise of Skywalker waits just around the corner. Director J.J. Abrams' film probably won't satisfy everyone, but it's destined for a grand finale to Skywalker's long-running saga. So, regardless of how it turns out, fans are currently very invested in seeing the saga shake up. Abrams and his team seem to have pulled all
the stops. The rise of Skywalker will mark the last time many original trilogical characters appear on the screen. Nostalgia - like the Force - is strong with this one, although some fans are against the last Jedi. Initial ticket sales suggest the new film could be another cultural event like The Force Awakens. As far as fans
know, Skywalker's rise will be the last chance they'll have to see Star Wars on the big screen. And judging by Mandalyori and Jedi: The Fallen Order, whatever happens, could be something completely different. For now, Star Wars fans should simply immerse themselves in everything the galaxy far, far, far away has in
store and hopes it can maintain that momentum that will be strong years ahead. Come. Come.
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